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ABSTRACT

Deployment of the ASC I spacecraft from the Space Shuttle Discovery in

August 1985 set a new milestone in nickel-hydrogen battery technology. This

communications satellite, built by RCA Astro-Electronics Division for the

American Satellite Company, is equipped with two 35-Ah nickel-hydrogen bat-

teries and is the first such satellite launched into orbit via the Space

Shuttle.

The prelaunch activities, combined with the environmental constraints on-

board the Shuttle, led to the development of a new battery handling procedure.

An outline of the prelaunch activities, with particular attention to battery

charging, is presented.

INTRODUCTION

On August 27, 1985, at 0702 hours EDT, the Space Shuttle Discovery lifted

off from its launch pad at Cape Canaveral, carrying with it the ASC I* communi-

cations satellite built by RCA Astro-Electronics Division. ASC I is the first

satellite launched into orbit via the Shuttle that is equipped with nickel-

hydrogen batteries. While handling of nickel-hydrogen batteries during pre-

launch activities was commonplace on the Ariane** launch vehicle, a more

lengthy timeline needed to be evolved for NASA's prelaunch activities.

THE SATELLITE

ASC I is a communications satellite capable of transmitting via both C- and

Ku-bands. Electrical power for satellite operation is normally supplied by

solar arrays; however, two NiH 2 batteries are provided for eclipse operation

and when power requirements exceed the solar array capacity during peak daytime

loading. The NiH 2 batteries, having a 35-Ah nameplate capacity, are of similar

design to those used on other RCA-built communications satellites. I

LAUNCH SITE TEST SEQUENCE

The batteries arrived at the Eastern Test Range already integrated with the

satellite and in the electrically discharged condition. During the Spacecraft

Electrical Performance and Evaluation Tests (SEPET), the batteries received a

conditioning cycle. This included a complete charge, discharge, and electrical

* ASC I is owned and operated by the American Satellite Company.

** Ariane launch vehicle manufactured by Arianespace, launched

Kourou, French Guiana.
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letdown, which served as a final conditioning cycle prior to launch and pro-

vided spacecraft-level performance data for comparison use during the prelaunch

charge sequence.

The next ma_or battery event occurred when the spacecraft was mated with

the Shuttle, and prelaunch charging commenced. Between these two events, the

batteries were generally kept in an electrically letdown condition, with the

cell-level deep discharge resistors enabled. All active periods were kept

brief, and all open-circuit stands (time periods) were minimized. This was

done to facilitate safe handling of the spacecraft during other prelaunch

operations. A typical ground operations flow is shown in Figure I.

PRELAUNCH BATTERY CHARGING

When ASC I was mated with the Shuttle, the batteries were electrically

drained and the deep discharge resistors enabled. Battery charging commenced

with the closure of the cargo bay doors. The Shuttle environment was main-

tained in the 60 ° to 65°F (15.5 ° to 18.30C) range during the first portion of

the prelaunch charge to help maintain cooler batteries for a more efficient

charge. This technique yielded battery temperatures similar to those experi-

enced on Ariane-type launches. The maximum battery temperature limit of 30°C

was never reached; and a successful, cool, prelaunch charge was accomplished.

The prelaunch handling goal was to maximize the battery's state of charge

prior to launch. The general charge sequence is shown in Figure 2. Each bat-

tery was charged at a nominal C/20 rate (where C is its nameplate capacity) for

a total input of 160% of rated capacity, then placed on C/60 (trickle) charge

or C/120 (low rate trickle) charge until launch. The choice between charging

at C/60 or C/120 depends upon the thermal conditions; the C/120 rate was cap-

able of maintaining the battery's state of charge and prevented battery

temperatures from rising above 30°C.

Telemetry was used to monitor battery voltage, charge current, tempera-

tures, and sample cell pressures throughout the task. Battery temperatures

throughout the C/20 charge portion were predominately in the 18 ° to 22°C

range, with occasional brief excursions to approximately 28°C.

CONCLUSIONS

The prelaunch battery charging technique onboard the Shuttle was kept sim-

ple. A 32-hour charge portion at the C/20 rate in the 18 ° to 22°C range (with

brief excursions to 28°C) was successfully used for the initial full charge for

each battery. A low-rate trickle charge (C/120) was used to maintain the bat-

teries in the fully charged condition until spacecraft launch from the Shuttle.
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ASC I ARRIVES AT THE
EASTERN TEST RANGE

UNPACK AND INSPECT

PERFORM SEPET I
(SPACECRAFT ELECTRICAL

AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION TESTS)

1
HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS

(PROPELLANT LOADING,
AKM PREPARATION AND INSTALLATION)

1
INSTALL IN STS CARGO BAY

CLOSE CARGO BAY DOORS,
CHARGE BATTERIES

LAUNCH

Figure 1. GENERAL KSC GROUND OPERATIONS FLOW
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CHARGE BATTERY 1
C/20, 20-26 HOURS

I CHARGEBATTERY2 1C/20, 20-26 HOURS

I CHARGE BATTERY 1 1C/20, 6-12 HOURS

i CHARGE BATTERY 2 lC/20, 6-12 HOURS

1
CHARGE BOTH BATTERIES 1 & 2

C/60 OR C/120

CHARGE BOTH BATTERIES 1 & 2 IC/120

1
LAUNCH

Figure 2. GENERAL PRELAUNCH CHARGE SEQUENCE
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